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Abstract
The material point method (MPM) has been widely used in a broad area of engineering. However, it still suffers from
the accuracy problem. One of the most important sources of the accuracy problem is the error of particle quadrature. The
discontinuity of the gradient of the shape function causes severe crossing-mesh error. This paper proposes a new transport point
method (TPM) which employs a mixed quadrature scheme combining Gaussian quadrature in the internal cells and particle
quadrature in the boundary cells. The main distinction between the TPM and MPM is the quantities carried by particles. The
transport points in TPM do not have volume and only carry intensive quantities and have dual properties of both Euler and
Lagrange. The MLS method is used to reconstruct quantities at cell centers and nodes, and the integral weight is the cell
volume. A point rearrangement algorithm is proposed so that the transport points can be added, moved or deleted arbitrarily
as long as the accuracy of the reconstructed flow field is maintained, which can be used to eliminate the numerical fracture
and impose inlet condition.

Keywords Transport point method · Material point method · Mixed quadrature scheme · Inlet condition

1 Introduction

Thematerial pointmethod (MPM) [1,2] is ameshfree particle
methodwhich treats the object as a group of particles moving
through a regular background grid. It combines the benefits
of both the Eulerian method and the Lagrangian method. On
the one hand, since the momentum equation is solved on a
regular background every step, the mesh distortion problem
in the Lagrangian method is avoided naturally. On the other
hand, as the Lagrangian particles carry the mass, momen-
tum and energy and move with the background grid, there is
no need to compute the convective term which is necessary
in the Eulerian method. Therefore, the MPM does not suffer
from the numerical difficulties caused by the convective term
such as the asymmetric stiffness matrix. Tracing the bound-
ary of the object is much easier than the Eulerian method as
well because of the Lagrangian particles. TheMPMhas been
widely used in a greatmanyproblems such as flyer impact [3–
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8], dynamic fracture [9–15], armor piercing [8,16,17], dam
break [8], just to name a few.

However, there still exist a fewproblems in getting broader
use, one of which is the accuracy. The accuracy problems
mainly come from three sources: reconstructing quantities
on nodes, particle quadrature in cells and boundary rep-
resentation. Bardenhagen et al. [18] figured out that the
discontinuity of the gradient of shape function between adja-
cent cells leads to the severe crossing-mesh error. Hence, the
generalized interpolation material point method (GIMP) was
proposed to smooth the shape function. After that, a series of
methods with smooth shape functions were proposed such as
the uniform GIMP (uGIMP), the contiguous particle GIMP
(cpGIMP) [11], the convected particle domain interpola-
tion (CPDI) [19], the affine particle-in-cell (APIC) [20], the
dual domain material point (DDMP) [3] and the B-splines
material point method (BSMPM) [21]. The other way to
eliminate the crossing-method error is to replace the particle
quadrature with Gaussian quadrature. Sulsky and Gong [22]
constructed the quantities on cell centers with moving least
square (MLS) method and employed Gaussian quadrature in
cells. Although the rate of velocity convergence was raised to
second order, themethod did not dealwith problemswith free
surfaces. However, the reconstructing quadrature scheme is
still a good way to improve the accuracy of the MPM.
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As a particle method, the MPM also has to face on the
numerical fracture problem like other methods such as SPH.
The numerical fracture in MPM appears when particles are
separated by a cell, which is a common situation in explo-
sion simulation and hypervelocity impact. Ma et al. [23] has
proposed a particle adaptive splitting scheme to eliminate the
numerical fracture which performs well in explosive driven
flyer problem and shaped charge jet problem. However, an
artificial parameter α which controls the maximum particle
size is necessary and this method cannot ensure the elimina-
tion of numerical fracture theoretically. Furthermore, under
some circumstances with large deformation and small strain,
such as the weakly compressible flow problems, the particle
adaptive splitting scheme does not work.

The inlet condition is of great importance in fluid simula-
tion. Obviously, the key point of inlet condition is generating
new particles in the computational domain. Monteleone et
al. [24] and Zhao et al. [25] have proposed ways to deal with
the inlet condition in SPH andMPM, respectively, but when,
where and how many particles should be generated have to
be artificially specified.

In this paper, a transport point method (TPM) is proposed.
Particles only carry intense quantities such as density ρ,
momentum density ρv, internal energy in unit initial vol-
ume E , stress σi j and strain εi j , so that they are referred
as transport points. To some degree, those transport points
have dual properties of both Lagrange and Euler. On the
one hand, they move through the background grid and trans-
port quantities as Lagrangian particles, but on the other hand
the transport points take the local value of the field quan-
tities. The dual properties provide us great convenience to
arrange the particles without deteriorating the accuracy of
the field.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the
formulation of the transport method. Section 3 introduces the
point adaptive algorithm, including the point rearrangement
algorithm in Sect. 3.1 and the inlet condition in Sect. 3.3.
Section 4 presents several numerical examples to verify the
proposed method, and Sect. 5 draws a brief conclusion.

2 Transport point method

The governing equations in the updatedLagrangian frame are
discretized on a regular background grid similar to theMPM.
To establish the nodal momentum equations, the Gaussian
quadrature is employed and the quantities on the Gauss point
are reconstructed by MLS method.

2.1 Governing equations

Considering the fluid domain �, the basic governing equa-
tions in the updated Lagrangian frame are

Dρ

Dt
+ ρvi,i = 0 (1)

σi j, j + ρbi = ρüi (2)

ρė = ε̇i jσi j , (3)

where ρ is the current density, t is the time, vi is the velocity,
üi is the acceleration, bi is the specific body force, ė is the rate
of change of the specific internal energy, σi j is the Cauchy
stress tensor and εi j is the strain tensor. Einstein summation
convention is employed in this paper such that

vi,i =
nd∑

i=1

∂vi

∂xi
, (4)

where nd indicates the number of space dimensions.
The boundary conditions are given by

(n jσi j )|�t = t̄i

vi |�u = v̄i ,
(5)

where �t and �u denote the prescribed traction boundary
and velocity boundary, respectively. The initial conditions
are given by

vi (X, 0) = v0i (X), ui (X, 0) = u0i (X). (6)

Theweak formof themomentumEq. (2) and the boundary
conditions Eq. (5) are formulated as

∫

�

ρüiδuidV +
∫

�

σi jδui, jdV −
∫

�

ρbiδuidV

−
∫

�t

t̄iδuidA = 0, (7)

where δui is the virtual displacement.

2.2 Nodal momentum equations

Considering thefluid domain�on a regular backgroundgrid,
the coordinates of an arbitrary point can be approximated as
the linear combination of grid nodal coordinates by

xi =
ng∑

I=1

NI xi I , (8)

where the subscript I denotes the quantities associated with
the grid node I and ng is the total number of grid nodes.
NI is the global shape function of node I . Consequently,
the displacement and virtual displacement of a point can be
approximated as
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ui =
ng∑

I=1

NI ui I δui =
ng∑

I=1

NI δui I . (9)

Substituting Eq. (9) into the weak form Eq. (7) gives the
nodal momentum equation of a grid node I as

ṗi I = f inti I + f exti I , (10)

where

pi I =
∫

�

ρNI NJdV u̇i J = mI J u̇i J (11)

is the nodal momentum, where

mI J =
∫

�

ρNI NJdV (12)

is the consistent mass,

f inti I = −
∫

�

σi j NI , jdV (13)

is the nodal internal force and

f exti I =
∫

�

ρbi NIdV +
∫

�t

t̄i NIdA (14)

is the nodal external force.
The consistent mass matrix mI J can be replaced by the

lumpedmass matrix as the explicit dynamics algorithm does.
As a result, the nodal momentum pi I can be simplified as

pi I = mI u̇i I , (15)

where

mI =
ng∑

J=1

mI J =
∫

�

ρNI dV (16)

is the nodal lumped mass.

2.3 Reconstruction

In the TPM, the flow field is discretized as a set of transport
points which carry the field quantities, such as density ρ,
velocity u̇i and the internal energy in unit initial volume E .
Particularly, points carry the specific volume v instead of
the volume. The quantities of an arbitrary point x can be
reconstructed with the moving least square (MLS) method
from the transport point quantities as

ρ(x) =
np∑

p=1

Φ(x p; x)ρp, (17)

where Φ(x p; x) is the MLS shape function associated with
transport point p and np is the number of transport points in
the support domain. In this method, theMLSweight function
is defined on a square (cubic in 3D space) support domain to
reduce the computational cost on bucket searching, so that

Φ(x p; x) = φ(xp; x)φ(yp; y), (18)

where φ(xp; x) is a 1D MLS weight function.
The conservation of mass and momentum must be con-

sidered when reconstructing the node quantities. The MPM
maintains laws of conservation by the unit decomposition of
the shape function. However, because the points in the TPM
do not carry volume, the laws of conservationmust be further
discussed. The conservation laws require the discretization
and reconstruction method satisfying

∫

�

ρdV =
ng∑

I=1

mI

∫

�

ρu̇idV =
ng∑

I=1

pi I .

(19)

Note that the Gaussian quadrature and the MLS method
can guarantee the conversation laws Eq. (19). Because
the nodal mass mI and momentum pi I are computed by
Gaussian quadrature, the quantities of Gauss points are
reconstructed by the MLS method which can guarantee
the rate of convergence at a proper order. Therefore, the
quantities which are constructed are the density ρ and the
momentumdensityρu̇i insteadof the densityρ and the veloc-
ity u̇i , namely

ρI =
np∑

p=1

ΦI (x p)ρp

(ρu̇i )I =
np∑

p=1

ΦI (x p)[(ρu̇i )p]

u̇i I = (ρu̇i )I
ρI

.

(20)

Employing Gaussian quadrature in Eq. (16) gives

mI =
nc∑

c=1

ρ(xc)NI (xc)Vc, (21)

where nc = 2nd is the number of cells connecting to node
I , Vc is the cell volume and xc is the coordinates of the
cell center. In the regular background grid, Vc is a constant
denoted as Ve and NI (xc) = 1/nc. Thus, the nodal mass can
be simplified as
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Fig. 1 Fluid boundary cutting a cell ABCD

mI =
[
1

nc

nc∑

c=1

ρ(xc)

]
Ve = ρ̃I Ve, (22)

where ρ̃I is the average density of node I . If the linear basis is
used, the average density can be obtained directly by recon-
structing on node I , namely

ρ̃I =
np∑

p=1

ΦI (x p)ρp. (23)

The internal force f inti I can be computed as

f inti I = −
nc∑

c=1

σi j (xc)NI , j (xc)Ve. (24)

2.4 Mixed quadrature scheme

In Eqs. (21) and (24), the Gaussian quadrature is evaluated
assuming that the cells connecting to the node are full of
material, which is not always the case.

The case where the boundary of the fluid cuts a cell is
shown in Fig. 1, where the capital letters indicate points in
the grid and the cell is indicated by its connecting nodes. For
example, the cell at the lower left corner can be expressed as
‘IJAH.’ The domain of integration associated with node A in
Eq. (16) is no longer the surrounding four cells. If a cell is
not fully filled like cell ABCD in Fig. 1, the volume of the
fluid in it (the shaded area ABFED) should be used as the
integral weight instead of the cell volume.

There are many effective methods to estimate the volume
of ABFED. A level-set function can be employed to recon-
struct the boundary and cuts the cell ABCD so that the area of
the polygon ABFED can be computed accurately. However,
the polygon cutting in 3D case is a time-consuming task. A
mixed quadrature scheme [26] is employed in this paper. As
shown in Fig. 1, there are three kinds of cells: internal cell
which is full of fluid (HIJA), boundary cell which is cut by
the fluid boundary (ABCD) and empty cell. The quadrature

method in cells differs as well: The Gaussian quadrature is
used in internal cells, while particle quadrature is used on
boundary cells. As a result, the mass of the node A has the
form as

mA = 3

4
ρAVe +

ncp∑

p=1

ρpVpNp, (25)

where ncp is the number of points located in the cell ABCD,
ρp and Vp are the density and volume of transport point p,
respectively. Unlike the material point method, the transport
point does not possess volume. As a result, the volume Vp

must be determined. A simple but efficient way is proposed
here.

Considering the transport points in cell ABCD shown in
Fig. 1, the volume of each transport point should be the space
it occupies. Assuming that the shape of transport points is cir-
cular (sphere in 3D space) with radius r , the volume can be

obtained by V = πr2 (V = 4

3
πr3in3Dspace). It is reason-

able to assume that the points are close-packed in the flow
field. So a proper estimation of the radius is half of the nearest
distance between the point p and others, namely

rp = 1

2
min
p �=q

|x p − xq |. (26)

As the loss of the boundary information, the quadrature
accuracy in boundary cells is lower than that in internal
cells. However, the rate of convergence of this method is
not lower than the material point method for they share the
same quadrature scheme in boundary cells.

Another significant part of themixed quadrature scheme is
the method to distinguish the cell type. The traditional MPM
method takes the particles volume as a criterion [26]. If the
particles in a cell satisfy

nep∑

p=1

Vp < βVe, (27)

where nep is the number of particles in a cell and β is a factor
which is usually set around 0.9 [27], the criterion cannot be
used in the TPM because the transport points do not carry
volume. In Sect. 3, a method is proposed to detect the cell
type and numerical fracture.

2.5 Stress and energy updating

Because the transport points do not carry volume, the stress
and energy updating progress is different from theMPM.The
increment of the strain and spinor of a transport point p can
be calculated by
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�εi j p = 1

2
(NIp, jvi I + Nip,iv j I )�t (28)

�Ωi j p = 1

2
(NIp, jvi I − NIp,iv j I )�t, (29)

where vi I is the velocity of cell node I .
Because the transport points do not carry volume, we

update the specific volume V and the internal energy in unit
initial volume E directly. Assuming that the quantities in step
n are known, the specific volume can be updated by

V n+1 = V n
(
1 + �ε

n+1/2
i i

)
(30)

and the increment of volumetric strain �ε
n+1/2
i i can be cal-

culated by Eq. (28). So the density is updated by

ρn+1 = ρn

1 + �ε
n+1/2
i i

. (31)

Assuming that the initial volume of a transport point is V0,
the internal energy is en = EnV0. Consequently, the internal
is updated by

en+1 = en + ėn+1/2�tn+1/2, (32)

where the rate of internal energy can be calculated by

ėn+1/2 = 1

2
V0(V

n +V n+1)(sn+1/2
i j ε̇

n+1/2
i j − pn+1/2ε̇

n+1/2
i i ),

(33)

where si j is the deviatoric stress. By substituting Eq. (33) into
Eq. (32), we can get the internal energy updating formulation

En+1 = En + 1

2

(
V n + V n+1

) (
sn+1/2
i j �ε

n+1/2
i j − pn+1/2�ε

n+1/2
i i

)
.

(34)

With the internal energy updated, the stress can be updated
directly by the EOS and strength model directly.

3 Point rearrangement algorithm

The numerical fracture would cause severe accuracy prob-
lem inMPM simulation. Ma et al. [23] proposed the adaptive
particle splitting scheme to deal with the problem. The basic
idea is to split a specific particle with extreme expansion. The
simulation result is significantly improved under some cir-
cumstances. However, numerical fracture may occur without
extreme expansion and stretching, where the adaptive parti-
cle splitting scheme cannot work.

The key point of TMP is regarding the object as a field
which is marked and transported by points. Transport points
only carry intensive quantities. Therefore, the points are flex-
ible and free to move as long as the accuracy of the field is
ensured. The flexibility makes it possible to rearrange the
transport point.

In this section, we propose the point arrangement algo-
rithm which can rearrange points in a grid cell. The second
part introduces the numerical fracture detection which can
detect the cell type. At last, a method to impose inlet condi-
tion based on the point rearrangement algorithm is proposed.

3.1 Point rearrangement algorithm

In the transport point method, the property that points
only carry intensive quantities brings a lot of benefits.
Because the quantities in the nodal momentum equa-
tion Eq. (2) are reconstructed with the MLS method, the
accuracy of the simulation would be maintained as long
as the MLS reconstruction ensures required accuracy. In
another perspective, the accuracy would not be deterio-
rated as long as the points are able to represent the flow
field.

As a result of the employment of the mixed quadrature
scheme, the numerical fracture would influence the accuracy
severely. On the other hand, the points aggregation would
waste computational resources. Because of the flexibility of
transport points in this method, it is possible to rearrange
the transport points without deteriorating the accuracy of the
simulation.

The point rearrangement algorithm is a particle adaptive
algorithm similar to the mesh adaptive method used in FEM.
The flow chart of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.

Thefirst step is to detect the numerical fracture as shown in
Fig. 2a which will be discussed in Sect. 3.2. The cell where
the numerical fracture occurs must be surrounded by full
cells so that we can reconstruct a flow field in it with MLS
as shown in Fig. 2b. (Linear basis functions are used.) The
last step is to generate new points in the cell. The quantities
on the new points are set as the local value of the flow field
as shown in Fig. 2c. Because the accuracy is controlled by
the MLS approximation, the positions of the new transport
points are flexible. Usually, we put one transport point at the
cell center or put four transport points (eight in 3D space) at
the Gauss quarter points.

We can also reconstruct a fluid field in the cell where there
are toomany transport points and generate several new points
to reduce the computational burden. The original points are
deleted to free the memory they occupied.

The point rearrangement algorithm can balance the points
distribution and eliminate the numerical fracture. It is neces-
sary for problem with large deformation.
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Fig. 2 Point arrangement
algorithm

a cb

Fig. 3 Boundary criteria

3.2 Numerical fracture detection

In the above discussion, a significant procedure is to judge
whether a cell is a boundary cell to determine the quadrature
scheme. We need an efficient method to distinguish the dif-
ferent type of cells rather than to reconstruct the boundary
accurately.

First of all, a judging criteria should be proposed. As
mentioned in Sect. 2.4, the criteria in essence should judge
whether a cell is full of fluid or not. Therefore, the infor-
mation of the cell and its adjacent cells must be used. An
example shown in Fig. 3 may help us to figure out the crite-
riawhere the cells are numbered from1 to 16. The gray region
represents the flow field which is discretized into transport
points shown as dark dots. Obviously, a cell without trans-
port points located in it is the ‘empty cell’ defined in Sect.
2.4, such as cells 3, 4 and 8. The other cells should be distin-
guished according to their surrounding cells. A boundary cell
must be adjacent to at least one empty cell. For example, the
empty cell 8 is adjacent to cell 7 so that cell 7 is a boundary
cell. The cells whose neighbors are not empty are internal
cells such as cell 10.

The above criteria are based on an implicit assumption:
An internal cell must contain points in it which is not always
the case. As Fig. 4 shows, the red cell is inside of the flow
field but has no points in it because of the numerical fracture.
Moreover, the numerical fracturemakes the surrounding cells
be considered as boundary cells, and thereby the particle

Fig. 4 Numerical fracture

inner cell boundary cell empty cell

nt 1nt

Fig. 5 Internal fracture

quadrature is employed. Therefore, the numerical fracture
leads to the false hole in the domain of integral.

Ma et al. [23] proposed an adaptive particle splitting
scheme in the MPM to eliminate the numerical fracture.
In the adaptive particle splitting scheme, a particle is split
into two particles when its accumulative strain in one direc-
tion exceeds a specified value. Its mass, volume and internal
energy are halved to each new particle, while other variables
such as stress, strain and temperature are copied to the new
particles directly. This method suffers from the accuracy loss
in the numerical fracture area and is unable to completely
eliminate the numerical fracture.

It is difficult to distinguish the numerical fracture from the
physical fracture. However, we can conclude several sim-
ple rules to recognize the numerical fracture inside of the
flow field. An obvious rule is that an internal cell should not
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Fig. 6 Boundary detection
algorithm
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Fig. 8 Inlet conditions
boundary cells generating cells

a beginning of it 1itit 1itb end of c beginning of d beginning of
Rearrangement is 
conducted in inlet cells

Rearrangement is con- 
duted in generatingcells

Transport points flow
out.

The initial position.

become an empty cell in the next step as the displacement
of each point is limited to a cell length by the time step. As
a result, if an internal cell turns into empty cell in the next
time step, the numerical fracture occurs as is shown in Fig. 5.
Then, the point rearrangement process shall be conducted in
those cells.

In essence, the numerical fracture occurs in empty cells
where there should exist transport points. So we have to
decide which cells should possess transport points. A rea-
sonable idea is that a cell tends to possess transport points in
it if its nodes have positive mass. The algorithm is shown as
follows where a node’s mass weight is defined as the number
of connecting cells which possess transport points.

1. Locate the position of empty cells. Loop through all the
transport points and put them in cells. Then, loop through
all the cells to find out empty cells (Fig. 6a).

2. Loop through all the nodes to compute their mass weight.
Figure 6b shows the mass weight of all the nodes.

3. Predict the numerical fracture. Loop through empty cells.
If all of an empty cell’s nodes have nonzero mass weight,
this cell is possible to be full of fluid. Thus, the mass
contribution of this cell should be considered (Fig. 6c) as
if it is an internal cell.

4. Determine the numerical fracture. Loop through empty
cells. If an empty cell’s nodes have full mass weight
(equal to 4 in 2D and 8 in 3D), the numerical fracture
occurs. Then, the points arrangement shall be conducted
in this cell.
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Gaussian quadrature
Points quadrature
MPM

1

lg( )h

lg
(

)
E

Fig. 9 Rate of convergence of pressure

Fig. 10 Riemann problem

5. Determine the cells’ type as shown in Fig. 6d.

The above method can detect numerical fracture not only
in single cell but also in a narrow band of connecting cells as
shown in Fig. 7a. Although it fails in a large area of numerical
fracture (Fig. 7b), the case rarely happens because of the limit
of the time step. The time complexity is O(n), where n is the
total number of cells. Considering the first step is putting
points into cells which is also needed in the reconstructing
process, the extra time cost is acceptable.

3.3 Inlet conditions

The points arrangement algorithm brings many advantages.
For example, it can be adopted to impose the inlet boundary
conditions.

Inlet condition is significant in channel flow problems and
flow around a solid body. Many meshless methods impose
the boundary conditions by adding particles into the domain
at intervals and generate some ghost particles to maintain the
inlet pressure. When and where to generate a new particle
will influence the result, and it is determined by the inlet
velocity. The point rearrangement algorithm makes us able
to control the flow field directly without relying on the inlet
particles.

The basic idea to impose the inlet boundary conditions is
maintaining a steady flow field in the inlet region. We can
reconstruct the points in the inlet region as a specified flow

(m)x

Pr
es
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 (P
a)

Analytical result
TPM result
MPM result

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0

200

400

600

800

1000

Fig. 11 Pressure distribution at t = 5.0ms

field so that a steady boundary conditions are imposed on
transport points. Figure 8 shows that two columns of cells
are set at the inlet boundary. Boundary cells maintain the
inlet flow field, and generating cells put new transport points
in the computational domain. As shown in Fig. 8a, the com-
putational domain extends two columns of cells to simulate
the inlet flow. Transport points are initialized in the cells and
involved in the computational progress. At the end of each
time step, the points are updated as shown in Fig. 8b and
some additional operations will be performed at the begin-
ning of the next time step. Firstly, we fix the inlet conditions.
As shown in Fig. 8c, we delete the transport points in the
boundary cells and put somenew transport points at the initial
position whose quantities are set as the local value of the inlet
flow. This operationmaintains a steady inlet condition for the
computational domain. Figure 8d represents the points gen-
erating process. After the transport points in boundary cells
are reset, we examine the number of transport points in each
generating cell. If the transport points number is less than
the initial number which means some transport points have
flowed into the computational domain, the point rearrange-
ment algorithm will be performed in the cell. This operation
ensures the continuity of the inlet flow. New transport points
are generated through the point arrangement progress auto-
matically.

4 Numerical results

To verify the proposed transport point method, several exam-
ples are presented in this section. The first two examples are
investigated to test the accuracy and the rate of convergence.
Then, a dam break example is given to verify the accuracy
and the ability to eliminate the numerical fracture. And the
last example demonstrates the correctness of inlet conditions.
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Fig. 12 Dam break problem
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Fig. 13 Pressure at point Q

4.1 Rate of convergence

A convergence test is investigated in this part. The following
example shows the pressure rate of convergence is 1 and
reaches 2 with superconvergent patch recovery (SPR), which
is equal to the results of FEM.

Asinewave example is investigatedhere.Acomputational
domain with size of 0.1 × 1.0 is full of water. The weakly
compressible EOS

p = (ρ − ρ0)c
2
0 (35)

is used with the initial density ρ0 = 1000 and the artificial
sound speed c0 = 50. The initial pressure is set as 0, and a
sinusoidal initial velocity is given as

v(x) = 2π A

T
sin

(
2πx

L

)
, (36)

where L = 1.0, A = 0.001, T = 0.02. The analytical
pressure and velocity can be given as

ṽ(x, t) = 2π A

T
sin

(
2πx

L

)
cos

(
2π t

T

)
(37)

p̃(x, t) = −ρc20
2π A

L
cos

(
2πx

L

)
sin

(
2π t

T

)
. (38)

To measure the error of the numerical result, the L2-norm
of error is computed as

E(t) =
√∫

Ω

[
a(x, t) − ã(x, t)

]2
, dV (39)

where ã(x, t) is the analytical solution and a(x, t) is the
numerical result. Equation (39) can be evaluated by using
the point quadrature as

E(t) =
√√√√

np∑

p=1

[
a(xp, t) − ã(xp, t)

]2
Vp (40)

or Gaussian quadrature based on cell centers as

E(t) =
√√√√

nc∑

c=1

[
ac(t) − ã(xc, t)

]2
Vc. (41)

In Eq. (40), np indicates the number of transport points,
xp and Vp denote the coordinates and volume of transport
point p. In Eq. (41), ac is the quantity reconstructed from the
numerical result on pointswithEq. (17). The latter virtually is
a SPR scheme which would increase the rate of convergence
of stress by one.

The error of a dynamic numerical method mainly comes
from two parts: time integral and numerical quadrature
scheme in each step. The former increases with time and
would deteriorate the rate of convergence which is deter-
mined by the latter. Therefore, the time step must be fixed
and all cases must share the same and small enough simula-
tion time.

In this paper, five cases with different cell sizes are tested.
The cell sizes are chosen as 0.004, 0.005, 0.008, 0.010 and
0.020, respectively. Their time steps are set to 0.0005 and 10
time steps are simulated. The error of pressure is computed
with Gaussian quadrature and points quadrature. The result
is shown in Fig. 9. The horizontal axis is the logarithm of
the cell size h, and the vertical axis is the logarithm of the
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Fig. 14 Pressure nephogram
and cell type nephogram
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pressure error. The slope of the error curve represents the
rate of convergence. The result shows that the MPM does
not represent a uniform rate of convergence, and its error is
much higher than the TPM. The error of TMP computed by
points quadrature has a first-order rate of convergence, and
the Gaussian quadrature reaches the second order.

4.2 Riemann problem

A Riemann problem is investigated in this part to investigate
the accuracy of the transport point method. A computational
domain with a length of 5m is shown in Fig. 10. The initial
condition is prescribed as a piecewise field by

p =
{
1000 x < 0.5

100 x ≥ 0.5.
(42)

The weakly compressible EOS with the artificial sound
speed c0 = 50m/s and the initial density ρ0 = 1000kg/m3

is employed here to simulate water in the computational
domain. An elastic wave will be excited on the interface and
spread toward both ends of the domain at the speed of c0. The
analytical solution of pressure distribution at time t < 10ms
is given by

p =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

1000 x < 0.5 − c0t

100 x > 0.5 + c0t

550 else.

(43)

The MPM suffers from the volumetric locking problem
when simulating the weakly compressible material. Chen et
al. [28] proposed a v-p formulation which smoothens the
pressure and avoids the volumetric locking. A slope limiter
is required in the MPM to limit the pressure oscillation.

We make a comparison between the MPM and TPM in
Riemann problem. The size of the background grid cell is
set as 0.001m × 0.001m, and 2 × 2 transport points are put
in each cell. The v-p formulation without the slope limiter
is employed in both MPM and TPM. The pressure distri-
bution at t = 5.0ms is shown in Fig. 11. The result of the
MPM shows a severe pressure oscillation, but the TPM does
not. Because the TPM has a smoother pressure field than the
MPM, the slope limiter is unnecessary for TPM.

4.3 Dam break

Dam break problem is a typical weakly compressible flow
problem with free surface which is usually used to test a
new numerical method. A schematic drawing of the prob-
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Fig. 16 Pressure and cell type
nephogram with point
rearrangement algorithm
activated
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a The result without points reduction.
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b Reduce the points in a cell to 4.
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Fig. 17 Points number curve

lem is shown in Fig. 12. The water with depth h0 = 600mm
and width l0 = 1200mm is blocked at the left of the com-
putational domain. The domain is 3220mm in width, and

a rigid wall is set at the right side. At the time t = 0ms,
the flap is lifted quickly and the water flows to the right
side because of the gravity. The initial density of the water
is ρ0 = 1000kg/m2, and the gravity is g = 9.8m/s2. The
weakly compressible EOSEq. (35) is employedwith the arti-
ficial sound speed c0 = 50m/s. To smoothen the free surface,
the strength of extension of water is set to 5000Pa, namely
the pressure p ≥ −5000Pa. The v − p formulation is also
employed here to resist the volumetric locking.

A sampling point Q is set on the wall at the height of
160mm. In order to compare the result with experiments [29,
30] and other numerical methods [28], the following non-
dimensional parameters are defined:

T = t

√
h0g

l20
, P(T ) = p(T )

ρgh0
. (44)

First of all, a dense particle distribution is tested to provide
a benchmark for the next several cases. The grid cell size is
20mm × 20mm. The water is discretized by 28800 particles
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Fig. 18 Pressure nephogram of
MPM method with adaptive
particle splitting scheme

a Particle splitting unactivated b Particle splitting activated with
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Fig. 19 Steady flow with
gravity
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2.0m

Fig. 20 Numerical result of
steady flow

with a size of 5mm×5mm. At time t = 0ms, 16 particles are
placed in each grid cell in the water domain. Figure 13 shows
the time evolution of the pressure at point Q. The result of the
TPM as well as experiment [29] and GIMP [28] are com-
pared. At T = 1.24, the water in the TPM and GIMP reaches
the point Q nearly at the same time, but the pressure peak at
T = 1.5 of the TPM is closer to the experimental result. The
pressure of the TPM reaches the second peak at T = 3.1,
which is also closer to the experiment than the GIMP result.

Figure 14 shows the pressure nephogram at t = 0.02, 1.0,
2.8 and 3.4, respectively, and the cell type where red, yellow
and blue represent empty cell, boundary cell and internal
cell, respectively. Owing to the dense distribution of the ini-
tial water points, there is no numerical fracture in the dam
break process.

If we reduce the number of points and cells, numerical
fracture may causes severe noise in the result. In the next
case, the size of grid cells is 20mm × 20mm and one point
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Fig. 21 Total mass curve

is set in the cell center in each grid cell in the initial water
domain. Figure 15 shows the configurations at different time
steps. The cell type nephogram shows severe numerical frac-
ture. Because of the numerical fracture, the height of the
rebounded wave is lower than the result shown in Fig. 14.

The point rearrangement algorithm is able to eliminate
the numerical fracture. Figure 16a shows the result with the
point rearrangement algorithm activated. It is obviously that
the reboundedwave is higher than the result shown in Fig. 15,
and the outline is similar to Fig. 14. The cell type nephogram
shows that the point rearrangement algorithm can thoroughly
eliminate the numerical fracture in this case.

The point arrangement algorithm can also reduce the
points number to save the memory and computational cost.
A maximum point number Nm can be set which indicates the
number of points in a cell should not exceed it. If a cell is
detected to havemany points, the arrangement algorithmwill
assign a new point in the cell center, while the original points
will be deleted. Figure 16b is the configurationswith Nm = 4,
and Fig. 17 shows the points number curve with and without
points reduction method. The memory cost stops growing at
T = 1.64, and the total time cost is reduced by 15% (from
172.6s to 146.3s) with the points reduction method.

Furthermore, a similar numerical model is tested with
MPM.Thewater domain is discretizedwith particles spacing
20 mm, and the grid cell size is set as 20mm×20mm. A case
in which the adaptive particle splitting scheme [23] is acti-
vated is compared. Figure 18 shows the pressure nephogram
at T = 0.02, T = 1.0, 2.8 and 3.4. In comparison with
Figs. 14 and 15, the numerical fracture dissipates the energy
and lowers the rebounded wave. However, the situation does
not improve with the adaptive particle splitting scheme acti-
vated. For the reason that the pressure p ≥ 5000Pa is
subjected to the tensile strength, according to the weakly
compressible EOS Eq. (35), the density ρ ≥ 1.002kg/m3.

Then, the volume of particle is

V = ρ0

ρ
V0 ≤ 1.002V0, (45)

where V0 and ρ0 are the initial volume and density, respec-
tively. Hence, the particle length in the i th direction

Li ≤ 3
√
1.002L0 (46)

signifies that the particle is hardly stretched. The numeri-
cal fracture in flow problems is caused mainly because the
particle resolution is too low to represent the flow field accu-
rately. Without extreme particle stretch, the adaptive particle
scheme cannot eliminate the numerical fracture.

4.4 Steady flowwith gravity

An example is shown in this part to verify the inlet condition.
As shown in Fig. 19, the computational domain is 2.0m in
length and 0.2m in width. An inlet condition is imposed on
the left end of the domainwith an initial velocity v0. The right
end of the domain is a free boundary condition which allows
thewater flow out freely. At the beginning, the computational
domain is empty. Water flows into the domain through the
inlet condition and flows out through the right end. The flow
field is developed and goes steady as shown in Fig. 19.

Figure 20 shows the pressure nephograms at different
times with the inlet velocity v0 = 0.4. It is apparent that
a steady flow field is reached at time t = 2.0 and the height
of fluid level becomes consistent at downstream location. The
change in the total mass in the computational domain with
time is shown in Fig. 21. Figure 21a is the change inmass in a
long time, and Fig. 21b shows themass before thewater flows
out of the domain through the right end. The mass of water
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Fig. 22 Comparison between
TPM and VOF
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before flowing out appears linear with time andmatches well
with the analytical result. It proves the conservation of mass
and the correctness of the imposition of the inlet condition.

To examine the accuracy of TPM, we made a compari-
son between this method and VOF (volume of fluid) method
with a PLIC geometrical reconstruction. The result of VOF
is obtained by Fluent. The domain is 0.06m long and 0.01m
width. An inlet condition is imposedwith an incoming veloc-
ity 0.05m and the Reynolds number Re = 500. Thus, the
laminar flow model is still appropriate. Figure 22 shows the
result and the outline of water at different times. In Fig. 22a,
the nephogram shows the volume fraction of water and the
green part represents the outline of water. The white dots are

transport points in the result of TPM which matches the out-
line very well. The outlines at three time steps are plotted in
Fig. 22b–d, where the outlines of TPM results are delineated
with the points with the maximum y coordinate. Thus, the
outline is unsmooth. In spite of that, the outlines of TPM and
VOF match well.

5 Conclusion

The transport pointmethod is an improvement over theMPM.
It employs MLS method to reconstruct quantities on nodes
and cell centers and Gaussian quadrature to compute inte-
grals in the weak form. Meanwhile, point quadrature has to
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be used on the boundary cells. Gaussian quadrature uses the
cell volume as the integral weight instead of the particle vol-
ume; thus, it is unnecessary to carry volume on transport
points. As a result, points can be deleted, moved and added
easily without deteriorating the accuracy. Therefore, we can
rearrange the transport points in a cell by reconstructing a
linear field in it. By generating new points in some cells to
maintain an inlet flow field, a smooth and steady inlet con-
dition can be imposed.

In comparison with theMPM, the transport points in TPM
take the local value of quantities in the flow field. They also
indicate where the flow field exists and delineates the bound-
ary. MLS reconstruction and Gaussian quadrature improve
the rate of accuracy, making it reach the optimal rate in case
the boundary is fixed as previously stated. A Riemann prob-
lem is also investigated, and the result matches well with the
analytical result. The last example shows the applicability in
inlet condition and the complex flow problem.
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